Are You Prepared for a Data Breach Review? We are.

In our digitized world, sensitive information is exposed to data breach from attacks, leading to theft, vandalism and ransom.

Having a data breach review team at the ready is critical to ensuring a proper and timely response to a breach.

Today, IT security systems are vulnerable to breach, leaving valuable data such as PII/PHI or Intellectual Property exposed and at risk. Proper response and management of the data breach will mitigate potential lawsuits, disruption of business operations and financial exposure.

Be confident in your ability to respond to a data breach with Hire Counsel's Data Breach Managed Review.

Hire Counsel will help you determine exposure to mitigate risk and ensure compliance.

We have trained teams ready to mobilize who have experience with analytics, data identification and document review. We promptly determine exposure to allow timely notification to confirm compliance with the laws of the appropriate jurisdictions.

Our Data Breach Managed Review will:
- Quickly Analyze and Scope the Data
- Design and Execute Alternate Workflows for Difficult and Unstructured Data
- Provide Up Front Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC)
- Deliver Custom Reporting
- Establish and Provide Clear Communication
- Bring Project in On Time an On Budget

The Benefits Are:
- Project Managers experienced with analytics
- Team trained for data breach reviews
- Defensible Process
- Scalability
- Custom Reporting and Communication

Let Hire Counsel be your Data Breach Review Solution.

Learn More and Be Prepared! Contact Us Today at 646-356-0550!